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Handbook of Preventive Interventions for AdultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A complete and current overview of preventive interventions and programs for adults
More than at any time in our history, people are living longer. Yet, in many cases, individuals are beset by emotional, physical, and social problems that can erode their quality of life. Whether the issue is obesity, anxiety, or partner violence, all of these...
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Theory of Electromagnetic Wave Propagation (Dover Books on Physics and Chemistry)Dover Publications, 1988
This excellent graduate-level text discusses the Maxwell field equations, radiation from monochromatic sources in unbounded regions, radiation from wire antennas, radio-astronomical antennas, electromagnetic waves in a plasma, the Doppler effect and more.

This book represents the substance of a course of lectures I gave during the winter...
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Humanitarian and Relief Logistics: Research Issues, Case Studies and Future TrendsSpringer, 2013

	This edited volume highlights recent research advances in humanitarian relief logistics. The contributed chapters span the spectrum of key issues and activities from preparedness to mitigation operations (response), planning and execution. The volume also presents state-of-the-art methods and systems through current case studies.

...
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Cerebrovascular Ultrasound in Stroke Prevention and TreatmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Ultrasound enables us to monitor the cardiovascular system and brain responses to treatment in real time; a genuine blessing on the route to more effective stroke therapies, and an invaluable tool with which to tailor treatment when available evidence is meagre. Ultrasound is a vital observational tool, yet a probe needs a scientist to point...
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Thrombolytic Therapy for StrokeHumana Press, 2001

	The world's leading experts detail the basic rationale, scientific evidence, and treatment protocol for thrombolytic therapy in acute stroke patients. These experienced clinicians show how promptly delivered thrombolysis can restore cerebral blood flow in time to salvage brain and neurologic functions, first by reviewing the preclinical...
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Coral Reef Remote Sensing: A Guide for Mapping, Monitoring and ManagementSpringer, 2013

	Remote sensing stands as the defining technology in our ability to monitor coral reefs, as well as their biophysical properties and associated processes, at regional to global scales. With overwhelming evidence that much of Earth’s reefs are in decline, our need for large-scale, repeatable assessments of reefs has never been so great....
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Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine: Expert Consult: Online and Print, 1eSaunders, 2012

	Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine is the only book that uses a practical, question-and-answer approach to address evidence-based decision making in palliative medicine. Dr. Nathan E. Goldstein and Dr. R. Sean Morrison equip you to evaluate the available evidence alongside of current practice...
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Schizophrenia: A New Guide for Clinicians (Medical Psychiatry Series)CRC Press, 2002

	Contains guidelines and recommendations-in tabular form for quick reference-on patient evaluation and optimal treatment for long-term care!

	

	Based on evidence from recent systematic clinical research studies, this comprehensive reference provides the latest information on the assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of...
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Real-Life X-Files: Investigating the ParanormalUniversity Press of Kentucky, 2001
"Whoever said that the truth is both stranger and more entertaining than fiction describes this book exactly." -- Skeptical Inquirer     

       Interest in the paranormal is at an all-time high. Ghosts, UFOs, psychic power and other unexplained phenomena are endlessly fascinating for us. People often seem to accept of...
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Forensic Art (Crime Scene Investigations)Lucent Books, 2007

	The popularity of crime scene and investigative crime shows on television has come as a surprise to many who work in the field. The main surprise is the concept that crime scene analysts are the true crime solvers, when in truth, it takes dozens of people, doing many different jobs, to solve a crime. Often, the crime scene analyst’s...
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Computer Forensics: Computer Crime Scene Investigation (With CD-ROM) (Networking Series)Charles River, 2002
The mightiest fortresses in the world can fail, and when that happens all you can do (you being the person responsible for castle security) is figure out what went wrong, what damage was done, and by whom. If the castle was located in the right kind of kingdom--to take a metaphor too far--you can hope to prosecute the perpetrator. Computer...
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Cloud and Virtual Data Storage NetworkingAuerbach Publications, 2011

	Since I wrote The Green and Virtual Data Center (CRC Press, 2009), I have had the

	opportunity to meet and speak with thousands of information technology (IT) professionals

	around the world, both in person and virtually via different venues. Even as

	that last book was being printed, the ideas to be found in this new book were coming...
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